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September 1 , 1999 

To whom it may concern : 

Charles Atencio has been an invaluable asset to our expansion team 
throughout the project. Considering Charles's inexhaustible enthusiasm for his 
chosen field of engineering , he was at all times very dedicated to the project 
assignments, bringing a well trained view to theoretical challenges and delivering 
practical solutions to our engineering problems. 

The project involved integrating complex high purity glass manufacturing 
equipment with a new manufacturing facility being design and built specifically for 
a new manufacturing process. The program was fast track with equipment 
designs being completed in parallel with a facility design/build contract. The 
resulting product was a 24-ft. high, 3.500 sqft, class 100,000 cleanroom with an 
equipment mezzanine. Charles supported this effort by researching details 
related to the facility design know to critically impact the equipment design effort, 
in this way helping us to minimize our risks. Examples of this are cleanroom 
specifications and standards, materials for cleanroom finishes and data on 
HVAC, piping and ventilation materials. 

Charles Atencio engineering contributions included HVAC calculations to 
analyze proposals submitted by the general contractor verifying calculations for 
selecting equipment. Included in the facility design was over $1 million worth of 
UHP piping seNing process equipment for which Charles helped select pipe rack 
materials, completed loading calculations for the rack design and analyzed 
pressure drops along selected process lines. A 1 O,OOOCFM chemical 
exhaust/ventilation system was installed incorporating FRP, CPVC and 
galvanized duct. Charles was also involved with this work as part of our team. 

Charles Atencio is a solid, respectful person with a true passion for 
engineering. It was a pleasure working with him. 

Sincerely, 

~~~-
Stan Remiszewski 
Equipment Design Engineering Manager 
HVD Expansion Project Manager 


